
Driving to/from activities and groups
Befriending – talking to people about
activities they have attended, offering
emotional support
Supporting patients to attend groups, for
example going with a patient to a singing
group for the first time because they are too
anxious to go alone

Tasks will be varied depending on your skills and
availability. Volunteers will be matched up with a
patient and help them to access services,
activities and groups in their local area. 

Tasks may include:
Social prescribing
Buddies will offer
physical and
emotional support to
fellow patients who
want to improve their
wellbeing and social
isolation.

Task and activities

This is a practical
role, and no specific
qualifications are
required.

Time: various – you will be matched with
someone to support so timings will be based on
when they are attending groups, activities or
services. The role is very flexible and can fit
around you.

Place of work: GP practices across West Kent

Volunteer manager: Involve Link Worker, based
in the named GP practice

Transport needed: own transport desirable but
not essential.

Skills required: good listening skills, supportive,
encouraging, motivated.

Social
Prescribing

Buddy

I LOVE what I do!! It's wonderful to be paired
up with someone as you get to know them

really well and become close! Being a buddy
is extremely flexible which means it can fit

around my life and availability. I would
recommend this role to anyone. I'm always

excited to see the clients!
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We know how daunting it can be to choose a
volunteer role or organisation to give time to, so we
take the time to speak to volunteers about what
tasks they might enjoy doing or be suited to, and
offer all potential volunteers the opportunity to
speak to our staff about the types of volunteer tasks
available. We have found that one size does not fit
all when it comes to volunteering, so look to match
volunteers to tasks that suit their skills, interests and
availability, rather than prescribing set roles that can
be restrictive for volunteers. 

We offer an extensive training and induction
programme where volunteers will receive all the
training they need for their role as well as learn
about the organisation and our teams, offering a
seamless transition from application through training
and into starting the role. 

Volunteers will be supported by our staff as they
train and learn and then throughout their time with
us as volunteers. 

DBS Checking:
Volunteers who will be directly and significantly
involved with children and/or vulnerable adults will
be required to undergo a police check.

ALL VOLUNTEERS

Training & support provided:

Full training within
role as well as
additional access to
other courses.

Travel expenses.

Full insurance cover.

Volunteer recognition
events, e.g.
Christmas,
Volunteers Week and
other holidays.

Benefits:

+

+
+

+

Volunteering connects me
to my community, it feels
great to give something

back to people who need
a bit of extra support

Would you like to discuss volunteering
opportunities further?
Send us an email: volunteering@involvekent.org.uk


